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High-Voltage LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4-δ Spinel Material Synthesized by
Microwave-Assisted Thermo-Polymerisation: Some Insights into
the Microwave-Enhancing Physico-Chemistry
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Oxygen-deficient pristine (LMNO) and microwave-treated LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4-δ (LMNOmic) cathode materials have been synthesised
with modified thermo-polymerisation synthesis technique. The XRD, XPS, CV and charge/discharge voltage profile analysis confirm
that the microwave treatment enhance the electrochemical property by adjusting the lattice parameter, nickel content, and Mn3+
content. The galvanostatic charge/discharge testing results show that LMNOmic exhibits high capacity of 133 mAh g−1 at a 0.1
C and a high retention of 95%, the LMNOmic delivered high capacity for various current rates 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2 C compared to
non-microwave LMNO sample. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy shows a gradual increase in impedance during continuous
cycling, indicating a gradual formation of the cathode-electrolyte interphase (CEI) film at the active LMNO surface. The rise in
impedance at the end of the 100th cycle is about three times higher for the LMNOmic than the pristine LMNO. This work proves
the urgent need for further work, specifically focusing on material design and coating and/or doping strategies that will complement
microwave irradiation and ultimately permit the stabilization of the cathode-electrolyte interface upon long-term cycling. The success
of such work will allow the full realization of the advantageous properties of the microwave-treatment of the LMNO and related
cathode materials.
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LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4-δ (LMNO) continues to attract attention and re-28

mains as one of the most promising candidates as cathode materials29

for rechargeable lithium-ion batteries due to its ability to provide a30

high operating voltage (∼4.7 V) and 3-D channels for diffusion of31

lithium ions in its spinel structure.1–11 The advantageous properties32

of the LMNO such as high energy and high power density makes33

its suitable for heavy duty and electric vehicle applications. There34

is a strong demand for positive electrode materials with higher en-35

ergy density Ws to realize more practical electric vehicles (EVs) and36

energy storage systems (ESSs). The two options to get high energy37

density electrode materials are either to increase the voltage (Eav) or38

the rechargeable capacity (Qrech) as the energy density Ws defined39

as Ws = ∫ Qrechd Q X Eav . Moreover, the use of the high manganese40

(Mn) content in the cathode provides for a safer and less expensive41

cathode while the nickel (Ni) provides for a high voltage redox reac-42

tion of Eav = 4.5 V vs Li+/Li and Qrech = 135 mAh g−1, providing43

energy density of more than 600 mWh g−1. LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4 exists in44

two crystal structure forms known as ordered and disordered. The45

synthesis procedure of LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4 is so crucial which determines46

to obtain either cation disordered face-centered cubic spinel with the47

space group Fd3̄m or its ordered variant where cation ordering on48

the octahedral sites lowers crystal symmetry to cubic primitive (space49

group P4332).6 In the disordered structure, Mn and Ni ions are more50

or less randomly distributed in the 16d octahedral sites whereas in51

the ordered unit cell, Mn is assigned to 12b and Ni to 4a octahedral52

sites. More importantly, the electrochemical performance parameters53

such as cyclability and rate performance in particular are highly af-54

fected by the atomic arrangement of Mn and Ni ions in the structure55

of LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4.
7–10 In one of our previous works,11 we showed56

that microwave-assisted Pechini synthesis method enhances the elec-57

trochemical performance (i.e., capacity, rate capability and long-term58

cycling) of nanostructured LMNO by virtue of tuning its Mn3+ con-59

centration.60

Aside from controlling the concentration of the Mn3+ in the61

spinel structure,11 it is known that the electrochemical performance62

of lithium-ion battery cathode materials such as LMNO is dictated63
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by the structural integrity of its cathode-electrolyte interface (CEI).1–3
64

Indeed, capacity fading of cathode materials due to the unstable CEI 65

has been studied by some researchers such as Aurbach et al.12,13 and 66

Edström et al.14 Recently, Patel et al.,5 modified LMNO with ultrathin 67

conductive CeO2 coating to stabilize the CEI for enhanced long-term 68

performance. For example, the high surface area of nanostructured 69

materials make them susceptible to unwanted side-reactions during 70

continuous cycling (lithiation/delithiation process) thereby impacting 71

negatively on the CEI such as a rise in the impedance or interfacial re- 72

sistance. On the other hand, the CEI may be able to handle mechanical 73

stress during cycling thereby maintaining long cycling life. 74

In the present study, we explored a rarely studied thermo- 75

polymerisation synthesis method, coupled with microwave irradiation, 76

to produce an oxygen-deficient LMNO (i.e., LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4-δ). To un- 77

derstand the effect of microwave irradiation on the LMNO prepared 78

using our experimental conditions, the physico-chemical properties 79

(morphology, structure) of this spinel cathode material are thoroughly 80

examined using SEM, XRD and XPS. In addition, some insights into 81

the interfacial electrochemistry of the LMNO are provided using elec- 82

trochemistry (i.e., cyclic voltammetry, galvanostatic charge-discharge 83

and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy). It is clearly shown 84

here that microwave irradiation leads to nano-sizing of the oxygen- 85

deficient LMNO spinel and controls both the Ni2+ and Mn3+ contents 86

with the promise to mitigate the interfacial resistance. 87

Experimental 88

Synthesis of pristine and microwave-treated LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4-δ 89

samples.—The pristine and microwave-irradiated LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4-δ 90

powders were synthesized by modified thermo-polymerization 91

method15–18 (herein referred to as LMNO and LMNOmic, re- 92

spectively). Firstly, stoichiometric amounts of lithium acetate 93

(2.93 g of LiCH3COO · 2H2O, 5% excess), nickel acetate (3.4 94

g of Ni(CH3COO)2 · 4H2O) and manganese acetate (10.06 g of 95

Mn(CH3COO)2 · 4H2O) were dissolved in a 100 ml size beaker using 96

10 ml deionized pure water (with a resistivity of ρ = 18.2 M�) and 97

the solution heated to 80◦C and stirred continuously. Then 1.8 mL 98

acrylic acid (AA) was added to form a 0.3 molar ratio between AA 99

and the above metals and stirred until complete mixture gelation. The 100
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gel-like products were dried at 120◦C for 12 h and 250◦C for 6 h101

under vacuum oven to proceed with thermo-polymerization reactions.102

The intermediate gel-like products were first calcined at 500◦C for103

6 h, and then cooled down to room temperature. Subsequently, the104

obtained powders were divided into two and then half of it subjected105

to microwave with power 600 Watt for 20 min and sintered at 800◦C106

for 8 h and the remaining part directly sintered at 800◦C for 8 h. All107

the heat-treatment processes were carried out in air atmosphere.108

The crystal structure of the samples were characterized using a109

Rigaku X-ray diffractometer with Fe filtered Cu- Kα (λ = 0.154110

nm) monochromated radiation source. Data was collected in the 2θ111

range of 10–90◦ at a scan rate of 2◦/min. Detail crystal property of112

the compounds were analyzed using TOPAS 3 Rietveld refinements113

software package suite. The photoemission experiments were car-114

ried out in an ultra-high vacuum system (UHV) which consists of a115

fast entry specimen assembly, a sample preparation and an analysis116

chamber. The base pressure in both chambers was 1 × 10−9 mbar.117

Un-monochromatized AlKα line at 1486.6 eV and an analyzer pass118

energy of 36 eV, giving a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of119

0.9 eV for the Au 4f7/2 peak, were used in all XPS measurements.120

The XPS core level spectra were analyzed using a fitting routine,121

which can decompose each spectrum into individual mixed Gaussian-122

Lorentzian peaks after a Shirley background subtraction. Errors in our123

quantitative data are found in the range of ∼10%, (peak areas) while124

the accuracy for BEs assignments is ∼0.1 eV. The particle size and125

morphology of the nanostructures were observed using a field emis-126

sion scanning electron microscope (JEOL, JSM-7500F), operated at127

an accelerating voltage of 5 kV and a high resolution transmission128

electron microscope (HR-TEM, JEM 2100, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan).129

Electrochemical cell fabrication and testing.—The positive elec-130

trodes of the compounds for electrochemical characterization were131

prepared by making slurry of 80 wt% active material, 10 wt% con-132

ducting acetylene black, and 10 wt% polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)133

binder in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) as the solvent. The slurry134

was coated on aluminum foil using doctor-blade film coater (MTI,135

USA) and vacuum dried at 100◦C for 12 hrs. Then the film was136

pressed to get uniform film and good electrical contact between the137

Al-foil current collector and the active material. The electrochemi-138

cal measurements were characterized via a LIR 2032 coin-type cells.139

The details in preparation of the electrochemical cells were reported140

elsewhere.19–22 Coin cells of 2032 configuration were assembled us-141

ing as-synthesised samples (LMNO, LMNOmic) as cathode, lithium142

metal as anode, Celgard 2400 as separator, 1M solution of LiPF6143

dissolved in 1:1:1 volume ratio mixture of ethylene carbonate (EC),144

dimethyl carbonate (DMC) and diethylene carbonate (DEC) as the145

electrolyte. The coin cells were assembled in an argon-filled glove-146

box (MBraun, Germany) with moisture and oxygen levels maintained147

at less than 1 ppm. The cell was galvanostatically charged and dis-148

charged from 3.5 to 4.9 V at a constant current rate 0.1 C, 0.5 C, 1 C149

and 2 C using a Maccor 4000 series battery tester. Cyclic voltammetry150

(CV) was performed on LMNO and LMNOmic at room temperature151

at a scan rate of 0.1 mV s−1 in the potential window of 3.5 to 4.9 V152

vs. Li/Li+ and electrochemical impedance (EIS) analysis were per-153

formed using a Bio-Logic VMP3 potentiostat/galvanostat controlled154

by EC-Lab v10.40 software at a frequency range between 100 kHz155

and 10 mHz with a perturbation amplitude (rms value) of the ac signal156

of 10 mV. Every EIS experiment was performed after allowing the157

electrode to equilibrate for 1 h at the chosen fixed potential.158

Results and Discussion159

X-ray analysis.—The X-ray diffraction spectrum for as-160

synthesized pristine LMNO and LMNOmic samples is shown in Fig-161

ure 1. All the diffraction peaks can be indexed with spinel structure162

with a space group of Fd3̄m corresponding to the Ni/Mn disordered163

phase as the samples are oxygen deficient (JCPDS File no. 88-1749).164

The XRD peak intensity decreases significantly with microwave ir-165

radiation but the FWHM becomes wider. Using the Rigaku software166
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Figure 1. The XRD spectra for pristine LMNO and LMNOmic, and the peak
shift (inset).

analysis the FWHM for the LMNO is 0.15 and for LMNOmic is 0.18 at 167

2θ = 18.8 which implies that the particle size of LMNOmic is smaller 168

than pristine LMNO. To further understand the purity and structure of 169

as-obtained samples, Rietveld refinements were performed using the 170

crystal data of spinel as the initial crystal data with Rp = 3.46 and Rwp 171

= 5.25 for the LMNO, and Rp = 4.64, Rwp = 6.52 values for the LM- 172

NOmic powders. The crystallographic information file (CIF) data for 173

LiMn2O4 with a space group of Fd3̄m was used to refine the experi- 174

mental data. According to the refinement results the lattice parameters 175

of LMNO and LMNOmic are 8.167 and 8.182 Å, respectively. While 176

the lattice parameter for microwave irradiated LMNOmic sample has 177

slightly increased and confirmed by with peak positions displayed 178

in inset of Fig. 1. The 2θ peak position of pristine LMNO at (400) 179

plane has shifted by 0.08 degrees than LMNOmic which indicates that 180

LMNOmic has bigger lattice parameter than LMNO. The unit cell ex- 181

pansion of the LMNOmic sample as compared to pristine LMNO may 182

be attributed to the increased Mn3+ content with larger ionic radius. 183

XPS analysis.—The XPS survey scans (Fig. 2) show the presence 184

of Mn, Ni, O, Li and C atoms. Figs. 2a and 2b show the Mn2p core 185

level peaks. The Mn2p3/2 is at 642.6 eV assigned to MnO2.23 Figs. 2c 186

and 2d show the Ni2p core level peaks. It has to be mentioned that 187

the binding energy of MnLVV Auger transition with Alkα excitation 188

is very close to the Ni 2p3/2 peak. The peak is deconvoluted to Ni2p3/2 189

peak with the satellite and to MnL3VV. The binding energy of Ni 2p3/2 190

is at 855.4 eV and the satellite peak at ∼861 eV, both characteristic for 191

Ni4+, NiOOH or Ni(OH)2. Figs. 2e and 2f show the Li1s and Mn3p 192

core level peaks. The combined window is deconvoluted into Mn2p 193

and Li1s core level peaks. The binding energy of L1s is at 53.6 eV 194

assigned to Li-Mn-O bonds.24 Figs. 3g and 3h show the deconvoluted 195

C1s peaks. The peak is analyzed into three components: at 285.0eV 196

assigned to C-C(H), at 286.7 eV assigned to C-O(H) bonds at 288.7 197

eV assigned to C=O bonds. Figs. 2i and 2j show the deconvoluted O1s 198

core level peaks. The peak consists of three components at 529.6 eV 199

assigned to Mn-O bonds,23 at 531.4 eV assigned to C=O(H), Mn-OH 200

bonds and at 533.8 eV assigned to adsorbed H2O. 201

Table II shows the % concentration of the above components. 202

Using the total peak area of Mn2p, Ni2p3/2, Li1s and O1s peaks, in 203

each sample and the appropriate sensitivity factors (based on Wagner’s 204

collection and adjusted to the transmission characteristics of analyser 205

EA10) and equations, the average relative atomic concentration in 206

the analyzed region, can determined (within experimental error 10%). 207

The results are shown in the Table I. 208

The key difference between LMNO and LMNOmic samples is 209

that the Ni atomic concentration is lower in the microwaved sample 210
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Figure 2. XPS of LMNO (a, c, e) and LMNOmic (b, d, f) samples for
the core level spectra of Mn2p (a, b), Ni2p (c, d) and combined windows
of Li1s and Mn3p (e,f). Deconvoluted XPS LMNO (g, i) and LMNOmic
(h, j) samples for the core level spectra of C1s (g, h) and O1s (i, j).

compared to the as-synthesized LMNO. This result might indicate211

that the microwave procedure leads to either coalescence of Ni to212

bigger particles or to diffusion in the bulk. In addition, there is a slight213

difference in the Mn oxidation state 3.54 and 3.53 for LMNO and214

LMNOmic, respectively. Within the limits of experimental error, the215

values are essentially the same. However, the XPS result seems to216

suggest that LMNOmic shows increase in the value of Mn3+, corrob-217

orating XRD lattice parameter result analysis.218

Morphology and size characterization.—SEM images of the pris-219

tine LMNO and microwave treated LMNOmic samples are shown in220

Figs. 3a and 3b, respectively. The SEM images of LMNO and LM-221

NOmic exhibited almost the same octahedron morphology, though 222

there is a slight change in the particle sizes. LMNO shows small nano- 223

sized particles are being attached to microsized particles, while those 224

of LMNOmic show the particles are smaller sized and dispersed. The 225

particle size of microwave-treated samples is reduced to nanoscale (90 226

– 210 nm) as compared to the micron-sized pristine LMNO (200nm 227

– 1.5 μm). 228

Although the TEM image does not cover the large sample repre- 229

sentation, the TEM images in Figs, 3c and 3d show that the particle 230

size of microwave-treated samples LMNOmic is smaller than pristine 231

LMNO samples. This result confirms microwave treatment reduces 232

the particle size of the powders which is in consistence with previ- 233
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Figure 3. SEM images of (a) LMNO and (b)
LMNOmic; TEM and HR-TEM images of (c,
d) LMNO and (e, f) LMNOmic.

ously reported results.11,25 The HR-TEM images in Figs. 3e and 3f234

confirm both the samples are crystalline powders.235

Electrochemical properties: cyclic voltammetry and galvanos-236

tatic charge-discharge.—The cyclic voltamograms for both pristine237

and microwave irradiated LMNO and LMNOmic samples are given238

in Figure 4a. The redox couple (I) at half-peak potential (E1/2) ≈ 4.00239

V vs Li/Li+ is related to the Mn3+/Mn4+, while that observed at E1/2240

≈ 4.70 V vs Li/Li+ is attributed to the Ni2+/Ni4+ redox reaction. In-241

terestingly, the redox peak (I) is more pronounced for the LMNOmic242

compared to the as-synthesized LMNO, while the reverse is the case243

for the redox peaks (II). This result is a clear indication of the higher244

content of the Mn3+ and lower Ni2+ content for the LMNOmic which245

is in agreement to both the XRD and XPS results. Also, the peak-to-246

peak separation (i.e., the difference between the anodic and cathodic247

peak potential, �Epp = |Epa – Epc|) is higher for the as-synthesized248

compared to the microwave-treated sample, which means that LM-249

NOmic exhibits better reversible electrochemistry and hence faster250

lithium-ion diffusion kinetics than the as-synthesized LMNO.251

Figure 4b shows the first cycle galvanostatic charge-discharge pro- 252

file of the as-synthesized pristine LMNO and microwave treated LM- 253

NOmic samples. The cells were cycled at a constant current rate of 254

0.1 C in the voltage window of 3.5 to 4.9 V vs. Li for 100 cycles. The 255

initial discharge capacities are 122 and 133 mAh g−1 for the LMNO 256

and LMNOmic, respectively. This result indicates that the microwave 257

Table II. Electrochemical performance comparison of as-
synthesized samples with similar reported works.

Sample
1st cycle
capacity

100th cycle
capacity

Current
rate
(C=14.7mA/g)

Capacity
retention
(%) References

LMNO 121.2
(25th)

118.24 0.1 97 This work

LMNOmic 133.3
(17th)

126.3 0.1 95 This work

LMNO 121.4 84.1 0.1 69.3 Ref. 26
LMNO 133 129 1.0 97 Ref. 27

Table I. The % concentration of Mn-O, Mn-OH and adsorbed H2O in the LMNO and LMNOmic samples.

Sample % Mn-O % Mn-OH, C-O(H) % ads. H2O Atomic concentration Li:Mn:Ni:O % at. ratio Mn3+ % at. ratio Mn4+ Mn valance

LMNO 41 36 22 1:1.17:0.29:2.85 46 54 3.54
LMNOmic 67 21 9 1:1.17:0.23:2.90 47 53 3.53
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irradiation increased the oxygen-defect degree of the LMNO sample,258

thus improving the capacity.259

Figure 5a compares the cyclability and coulombic efficiency of260

the bulky LMNO and nano-sized LMNOmic from the continuous261

galvanostatic charge-discharge experiments. We observed that both262
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Figure 5. (a) Plots of discharge capacity and coulombic efficiency versus
cycle number of LMNO and LMNOmic at 0.1 C rate for 100 cycles, and (b)
plots of discharge capacity versus cycle number at different C-rates for LMNO
and LMNOmic.

cells gave their highest capacity at the 5th cycle, ∼120 and 135 263

mAh g−1 for LMNO and LMNOmic, respectively. The LMNOmic 264

gradually loses its capacity until at the 100th cycle where ∼128 265

mAh g−1 was obtained (i.e., about 0.05% capacity loss per cycle). 266

On the other hand, the as-synthesized large-sized LMNO-based cell 267

essentially maintained its capacity until the 100th cycle. The slight 268

loss of capacity of the LMNOmic was not surprising considering its 269

nano-sized particles. It common knowledge that nanostructured elec- 270

trode materials (e.g., LMNOmic) should possess high surface area 271

compared to their bulk counterparts (e.g., LMNO) and, due to their 272

high electrode-electrolyte surface area, are inherently prone to the 273

risks of side redox-reactions that involve the decomposition of elec- 274

trolyte and consumption of lithium. Our cyclability result seems to 275

suggest the need to tune the cathode-electrolyte interface with mi- 276

crostructures as in the as-synthesized LMNO. Both cell experienced 277

initial coulombic loss but generally after few cycles maintained >95% 278

coulombic efficiency until the 100th cycle as it is shown in Figure 5a. 279

Figure 5b shows the behavior of the two cells when subjected to dif- 280

ferent C-rates (i.e., rate capability), from 0.1 to 2 C. At 0.1 C the 281

LMNO and LMNOmic materials delivered initial capacity of 123 and 282

134 mAh g−1, respectively. At 2 C, LMNO and LMNOmic materials 283

respectively delivered initial capacity of 25 and 52 mAh g−1. After 284

the 100th cycle, both LMNO and LMNOmic retained more than 98% 285

of their initial capacity. Both cells showed superior capacity reten- 286

tion as they are structurally oxygen-deficient or disordered spinel. 287

The LMNOmic showed superior capacity compared to the LMNO at 288

all C-rates. As Table II shows, our result is comparable to recently 289

reported LMNO samples.26,27
290

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopic (EIS) analysis.—To 291

understand the effect of microwave irradiation on the interfacial elec- 292

trochemistry of the nanostructured LMNO in terms of electron trans- 293

port, diffusivity of Li+ ions, and long-term cycling stability. EIS is a 294

well-established technique for exploring the interfacial electrochem- 295

istry of electrode materials.28–30 Here, we performed EIS experiments 296

on the LMNO cells prior to (Fig. 6a) and after a 100th cycle (Fig. 6b). 297

The Nyquist plots obtained for the two cells were satisfactorily fitted 298

with the electrical equivalent circuit (Fig. 6c), comprising the ohmic 299

series resistance of the electrode system (Rs) observed at the maximum 300

frequency region, electrode-electrolyte interfacial film resistance (Rf), 301

charge transfer resistance (Rct) due to lithium-ion intercalation/de- 302

intercalation process observed at the high frequency regions, the con- 303

stant phase element of the heterogeneous surface film (CPEf) and the 304

interfacial capacitance of the lithium-ion (CPELi), and the Warburg 305

element (Zw) describing the solid-state diffusion of lithium-ion in- 306

side the active crystalline particles, observed as a straight sloping line 307
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Figure 6. Nyquist plots for LMNO and LMNOmic of (a) as prepared and (b) after 100th cycles, (c) displays the equivalent electrical circuit used for fitting the
elements of all the spectra.

(∼45◦) at the low frequency region. The values of the fitted EIS pa-308

rameters are summarised in Table 4. In all cases, it is evident that both309

microwave-treated LMNO and pristine LMNO experienced gradual310

increase in impedance upon cycling. The increase in impedance is a311

clear indication that the active LMNO surface was being gradually312

covered by the so-called cathode-electrolyte interphase (CEI) film. It313

is reasonable to assume here that the nature of the species involved314

in the formation of the CEI film is the same as those reported in the315

literature for the LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4 which are polycarbonates, polyether,316

LiF and LixPOyFz salts.1,2
317

From the total series resistance (Re + Rf + Rct) in Table III, the total318

initial resistance is 72 � for the LMNO compared to the 20 � of the319

LMNOmic. However, at the end of the 100th cycle, the total resistance320

is 307 � for the LMNO compared to the 254 � of the LMNOmic.321

The percentage calculation shows that the initial series resistance for322

LMNO increased by 426% (from 72 to 307 �) whereas for LMNOmic323

increased much higher by 1270% (from 20 to 254 �) after 100 cycles.324

This result means that the rise in impedance at the end of the 100th
325

cycle is about three times higher for the microwave-treated sample326

Table III. Electrochemical impedimetric parameters.

Sample Re(�) Rf (�)
Cf
(μF)

CPELi
(μF)

Rct
(�)

ZW
(� ω−0.5)

As prepared
LMNO 5 61 2 1 6 22
LMNOmic 4 11 6 4 5 17
After 100 cycles
LMNO 10 281 3 2 16 40
LMNOmic 8 235 2 1 11 34

(LMNOmic) than the pristine LMNO. The higher impedance rise for 327

the LMNOmic compared to that of the LMNO, which is in excellent 328

agreement with the cycling performance results in Figure 5, could be 329

associated with the higher reactivity of nano-sized materials than the

Q1

330

micron-sized material. 331
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Figure 7. Plots of Z′ versus ω−0.5 for LMNO and LMNOmic of (a) as prepared and (b) after 100th cycles.
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Li-ion diffusion kinetics.—In order to study the diffusion ki-332

netics of Li+ in the cathodes, electrochemical impedance spec-333

troscopy was performed. Fig. 7 shows the impedance Z′ versus in-334

verse square root of angular frequency ω−0.5 for LMNO and LM-335

NOmic in which LMNO exhibiting higher impedance for both as336

prepared and after 100 cycling. An inclined line in the low fre-337

quency zone of Fig. 7 was employed to calculate the value of338

σ Warburg factor of the electrode materials before and after cy-339

cling. The diffusion coefficient (DLi) of lithium ions can be cal-340

culated from the plots in the low frequency region using the341

equation31,32
342

DLi = (RT )2

2
(

An2 F2CLiσ
)2

where T is the temperature in kelvin degree, R is the universal gas343

constant, n is the number of electrons per molecule during the reaction,344

A is the geometric surface area of the cathode, F is Faraday’s constant,345

CLi is the lithium ion concentration, and σ is the Warburg factor.346

The calculated diffusion coefficients showed that both the microwave347

treated and pristine samples have comparable values ca. 1.59 × 10−11
348

cm2 s−1 and ca. 1.25 × 10−11 cm2 s−1 for fresh coin cells and ca. 4.02349

× 10−12 cm2 s−1 and ca. 3.98 × 10−12 cm2 s−1 for coin cells after350

100 cycles of LMNOmic and LMNO, respectively. The calculated351

DLi show that microwave treatment has slightly improved the lithium352

diffusion kinetics and the values are in the same range of previously353

reported literatures.11,33–35
354

Conclusions355

High-voltage, oxygen-deficient LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4-δ cathode materi-356

als were synthesized with microwave-assisted thermo-polymerisation357

synthesis method. The results confirmed that microwave radiation358

is inherently able to nanostructure the spinel for improved physic-359

chemical properties and electrochemical performance. For example,360

microwave irradiation slightly decreased Ni-content in the structure361

with enhanced capacity, without compromising on the high voltage.362

Electrochemical analysis shows that the long-term cycling perfor-363

mance is not yet sufficient for applications that may require long-term364

cycles. Thus, further work is required to fully harness the advanta-365

geous properties of the microwave-treatment of the LMNO and re-366

lated cathode materials with a special focus on coating and/or doping367

strategies that will ultimately stabilize the cathode-electrolyte inter-368

face upon cycling.369
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